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According to the 2020 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics women made
up 10.9% of the total employment in the construction industry and
women made up 8.1% of all fatalities in the workplace. That means
having the right PPE available for women could have made all the
difference.

When it comes to providing your women employees with personal protective equipment (PPE), the one-size-

fits-all mentality doesn't work anymore. As the number of women entering traditionally male-dominated fields

like construction, manufacturing and oil and gas grows, so to do the needs for employers to provide their

female employees with personal protective equipment that fits their frames.
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Assault Slim 

Lightweight

Wraparound style

Anti-fog

Scratch resistant

LEARN MORE

V-Gard Hard Hat 

Full brim

4-point Fas-Trac III suspension

ANSI rated

LEARN MORE

MaxiFlex® Active 34-8264 

MicroFoam Nitrile coatings are compatible with

light oils and will provide a good grip and excellent

abrasion resistance

Form, Fit and Feel - Mimics the "hand at rest",

reducing hand fatigue and increasing comfort

360° Breathability

Silicone and Latex free

LEARN MORE

ActivGrip Lite 397

All-around performance

13-guage seamless

Soft, yet durable latex coating

Dry or slippery conditions

LEARN MORE

Genwear 110 TrimFit 

General purpose glove

Breathable mesh back

Sweat patch

Grain leather palm for added grip

LEARN MORE

897 Boot

Designed and made specifically for women

Water-resistant protective toe

Side zip for easy on/easy off

LEARN MORE

Tees and Fleeces

Comfortable FR protection

Designed by women for

women

Dual certified for flash fire

and arc flash hazards

LEARN MORE
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